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Q1: Complete the following sentence with the perfect word from 

the box.  

 

 

A. He discovered the site of Saruq Al- Hadid Sheikh Mohammad 

bin Rashid    

B. The Saruq Al- Hadid is located in Rub al Khali Desert  

C. A person who draws or produces maps cartographer 

D. Tools, jewelry, pottery or other items made by people           

artifacts 

E. The study of people living in the past by examining objects they 

left behind archaeology 

Rub al Khali Desert - artifacts – cartographer – 

archaeology- Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid   
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Q2: Complete the following Fact Sheet about Ahmad Ibn Majid:           

Fact Sheet 

Name: Ahmad Ibn Majid 

Date of Birth: 1421 CE 

Place of Birth: Julphar 

Books: The Principle of Seamanship 

The Principles of Rules of Navigation 

Known as: Lion of the Sea 

 

Q3: List what the people in the UAE traded hundreds of years before 

the country discovered oil?  

 

Pearls            incense              dates                   copper            spices  
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Q4: Circle the correct word that complete the following sentences.  

A. One of the main markets that was used by the merchants of 

the Coast of Oman ----------------- 

a. USA           b. Socotra Island  c. Britain 

B. A fence trap that is shaped like a maze that traps fish at low 

tide ----------------- 

a. hadra b. gargour c. salia 

C. A fishing tool used to trap schools of fish all at one time. It is 

like an umbrella ----------------- 

a. hadra b. gargour c. salia 

D. A trap that uses bait to trap fish in a woven half-circle made 

of palm trees -----------------            

a. hadra b. gargour c. salia 

E. A singer who performed traditional songs and prayers to 

entertain and motivates the divers ----------------- 

a. The Saib b. The Nahham c. The Diver 
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Q5: Answer the following questions about pearl diving: 

A. List at least three dangers of pearl diving: 

Hearing loss 

Sight loss 

Sea dangers 

B. Describe the importance of the Nahham. 

He motivates divers/ set rhythm to the work like in football 

matches, the commentator motivates the audience. 

 

C. Why was it important for the Saib to have “strong shoulders”? 

To be able to pull the diver back up to the surface. 

 

D. Why do you think men stopped diving by age 50? 

They become old and don’t have the enough energy that is required 

for professional diving. 
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Q6: Define the following terms clearly: 

A. Aflaj: 

A system that takes underground water to the surface. 

 

B. Maritime Trade: 

Trade that involves transporting goods through the sea. 

 

C. Oasis: 

A place where water and plant can be found. 

 

Q7: Explain why the location of Etihad Museum is important: 

The location of the museum is at the Union House which was the place 

where the UAE constitution was signed. 

 

Q8: Complete the following statement: 

Etihad Museum holds items of importance to the UAE from the period 

1968 to 1974 
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Q9: Match each word from column A to its description in column B: 

A B 

Al Fahidi Fort Located at the Union House. 

Etihad Museum The oldest building in Dubai that 

was built in 1787. 

Sharjah Heritage Museum A symbol of pride for the 

Qawasim Family. 

Al Raggas Cannon A place rich in artifacts from 

the Trucial States Era. 

 

Q10: State if the following statements are True (T) or False (F): 

A. Hisn Fort was a defense structure in the Trucial times. (T) 

B. The Fort Museum was extended by adding an underground 

museum to the old fort. (T) 

C. Etihad Museum is shaped like the constitution document with 

seven columns representing the seven emirates. (T) 

D. There are 3 museums in Sharjah that are rich in displays from 

the Trucial States Era. (F) 


